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Intro to Build

Are you ready to

THERE WAS A MAN WHO HAULED
BUCKETS OF WATER FOR A LIVING.
Every day he hauled water from the
nearest source to his village miles away.
If he wanted to make more money, he
would simply work longer hauling buckets.

Live Your Dreams?

AFTER MANY YEARS, HE GREW
WEARY OF HAULING BUCKETS.

Then inspiration came. If he used his spare
time to build a pipeline, he could eventually be
free from hauling buckets, and so he labored
diligently for a few years to build his pipeline.

THE DAY HE TURNED ON THE
SPIGOT, EVERYTHING CHANGED.

He successfully created a continual
supply of water and improved lifestyle for
the villagers and himself, resulting in an
abundant financial pipeline.

Many people spend their lives trading hours for dollars and lack fulfillment or a sense of purpose. With
dōTERRA, anyone can choose to create more freedom in their life by building an effective income pipeline.

Hauling Buckets

Where are you?

Building a Pipeline

• Trading hours for dollars

• Recurring income from long-term customers

• Others control advancement and earnings

• You control advancement and earnings

• Limited time freedom

• Freedom to choose your schedule

• Building others’ dreams

• Building your dreams
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Why Partner with dōTERRA?
dōTERRA was founded in 2008 with the mission of bringing the highest quality essential oils to the world.
EFFECTIVE

PROVEN

CARING

MOST TESTED, MOST TRUSTED

dōTERRA’S GROWTH

CHANGE THE WORLD

Over 5 million customers

• Creates economic opportunity and
financial stability in developing nations.
• Gives back to disadvantaged
communities through the dōTERRA
Healing Hands Foundation®.
• Pays growers fairly and preserves
agricultural knowledge through
Cō-Impact Sourcing®. Learn more at
sourcetoyou.com.

The dōTERRA Quality
and Purity Standard

THE dōTERRA DIFFERENCE
A Billion-Dollar Company in Seven Years!

Record-Breaking
Retention!

Typical Direct Selling
• L eads with business opportunity.
•P
 roduct sales depend on opportunity.
•S
 ells an opportunity.

• Named largest essential oil company in
the world by Verify Markets.
• Part of $4.2 trillion wellness market.
• Sales in 159 countries.
• Unique and unrivaled quality products
(99% of dōTERRA oils are exclusive).
• Led by an executive team of innovators
with 150+ years of combined industry
experience.

A dōTERRA PIPELINE
TOUCHES MANY LIVES

As you grow your dōTERRA business,
lives are uplifted. Sourced from over 40
different countries where plants thrive
most, each purchased oil improves the
lives of growers and their communities
around the world.

dōTERRA Authentic Direct Selling
• L eads with powerful products.
•S
 ells products regardless of opportunity.
• Shares a wellness lifestyle.
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Discover the Possibilities

dōTERRA’s generous compensation plan is a proven vehicle for creating powerful,
lasting income while also incentivizing synergy and collaboration.
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$16,821/month*

Platinum

S
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Premier

P

$9,951/month*

E

P

Lead three people to Premier

Silver

E

P

S

Lead three people to Silver

Gold

S

S

$5,161/month*

E

Lead three people to Elite

E

Ex

Ex

$2,388/month*

2k+
2k+
5k+ team volume
Enroll 25+ people

Elite

$866/month*

3k+ team volume
Enroll 15+ people

$364/month*
Rank
Average months
to achieve

3

6

18

27

PAY

37

42

SUPPLEMENT

For Your Product

Your Income

*Numbers displayed are 2020 annual averages. Personal earnings, including first-time rank earnings, may be significantly less.
See 2020 Annual Business Builders report and Opportunity and Earnings Disclosure at doterra.com/US/en/quick-reference.
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S

Lead four people to Silver

LEADERSHIP
BONUS

1.25%

Paid monthly to reward
leadership: 7.25 percent
of global volume divided
among leadership ranks.

PD

Premier, Silver,
and Gold

1%

Presidential
Diamond

Lead six people to Platinum

$109,041/month*

BD
G

G

1%

Blue
Diamonds

Presidential
Diamonds

UNILEVEL BONUS

Paid monthly on Team Volume outside the Fast Start
bonus window (member’s first 60 days).

G

Lead five people to Gold

$40,591/month*

Level 1

2%

3

$9

Level 2

3%

9

$49

Level 3

5%

27

$252

Level 4

5%

81

$859

Level 5

6%

243

$3,046

Elites are paid
to this level

Level 6

6%

729

$9,607

Premiers are paid
to this level

Level 7

7%

2187

$32,571

Silvers and above are
paid to this level

Percentage paid
on monthly volume

Number
of people

Income based on
150 PV orders

Levels in your
organization

Leadership

Income

POWER OF THREE
TEAM BONUS
Paid monthly based on
structure. Each team
needs 600 TV to receive
this sponsor bonus.

YOU
100 PV
LRP ORDER
$50
LEVEL 1
(3+)

600 TEAM VOLUME (TV)

G

1%

Get paid seven levels deep with higher percentage on larger lower
levels. Dynamically compresses up past non-qualifying members.

Blue
Diamond

G

1%

Diamond, Blue,
and Presidential

+
Diamonds

P P P P P P

2%

Silver, Gold,
and Platinum

$250
LEVEL 2
(3x3=9+)

Unilevel

Power of Three
Fast Start
58

REPLACE

Your Income

71

$1500
LEVEL 3
(9x3=27+)

FAST START BONUS
Paid weekly on new enrollee
volume for their first 60 days.
Each enroller must maintain 100
PV in their LRP template and place
a 100 PV monthly loyalty order.
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Earn commissions immediately

Enrollment
LEVEL 1
20%

Enrollment
LEVEL 2
10%

Enrollment
LEVEL 3
5%

Change Lives

and create an income

Each of us has the opportunity to create and live the life we desire. With dōTERRA, you can
build an abundant financial pipeline that allows you the freedom to live and give more.

“The networking
model, in conjunction
with a high-quality product
or service, presents an
unparalleled opportunity
for people to thrive.”
—Bob Burg

What would make the biggest impact in your life?
EARNING MORE

WORKING SMARTER

Work to become debt-free

Control your time and schedule

Experience more travel

Build a generous savings account

Build your own dreams

Develop talents and grow interests

Have more financial flexibility

Focus on self-improvement and
additional education

Serve more

Do more charitable giving

Plan and prepare financially
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DOING WHAT YOU LOVE

Spend more time with family

Partner with dōTERRA and get where you want to be.
Which path is best for you?

PAY FOR YOUR PRODUCT

$364-$866/month*

Rank Goals:

Elite—Premier Income Goal

E

P

Elite in
2–3 months

Premier in
6+ months

Needed Time
Investment:
3–10 hours
per week

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME

$866-$5,161/month*
Premier—Gold Income Goal

Needed Time
Investment:
10–30 hours
per week

REPLACE YOUR INCOME

$5,161-$16,821/month*
Gold—Diamond Income Goal

Needed Time
Investment:
25–50 hours
per week

Personally enroll
a few customers a month.

Rank Goals:

P

G

Premier in
3–9 months

Gold in
1–2 years

Enroll at least four customers
and one builder monthly.

Rank Goals:

G

D

Gold in
6–9 months

Diamond in
1–3 years

Enroll at least eight customers
and two builders monthly.

*Numbers displayed are 2020 annual averages. Personal earnings, including first-time rank earnings, may be significantly less.
See 2020 Annual Business Builders report and Opportunity and Earnings Disclosure at doterra.com/US/en/quick-reference.
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Success Is Simple
Focus your actions to create
lasting rewards.
Building a successful business with dōTERRA is as
simple as 1-2-3. Engaging with these proven steps
empowers you to build your financial pipeline as
you change lives.

1. Use dōTERRA PRODUCTS

P

I

P R E PA R E

INVITE

Prepare yourself for success
by experiencing the benefits
of dōTERRA’s products and
proven training system.

I

P
PRESENT

Share experiences and invite
others to learn about the
dōTERRA natural solutions
and business opportunity.

Present the dōTERRA
messages of wellness and
financial success.

You

Your Prospects

Essential Oils
Pass Through
Cell Membrane

cups
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Peppermint Tea

N
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S

SYMPTOMS

ROOT CAUSE

AND 100% PURE
d ōT E R R A I S S A F E
quality?

Why a new standard of

Safe

SYNTHETIC
FOOD

of
• Comprised of hundreds
different compounds, utlilizing
complex and versatile abilities
to combat threats without
building up resistance.

®

do-TERRA’s Quality
and Purity Standard

Grades of Essential Oils

Most tested. Most trusted.

address
• Work with the body to
on a
issues and root causes
cellular level.
dose!
• Affordable. Pennies per

12

12

• Enhances wellness
• Is safe—benefits
without side effects

• Contains natural compounds
distilled
that are extracted and
benefits.
from plants for various
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• Addresses body’s needs
and root causes
• Extracted from plants

BO

REMAIN
DS

Tally

Biz/Sales Exp.

Natural-Minded

Influential

Purpose Need

$/Time Need

Health Need

Tally

Biz/Sales Exp.

Natural-Minded

Influential

Purpose Need

$/Time Need

Health Need

EE

Natural, Effective, and
MAGNIFIED

Peppermint Leaf Oil Sac

10

10

N

RE EFFECTIVE
ESSENTIAL OILS A

PEPPERMINT
LEAF

9

9

MS

8

• Are we healthier?

P TO

8

YM

7

7

Natural Approach

S

ROOT
CAUSE

S

6

6

PRODUCE

ET

5

5

AN

SYMPTOMS

O

4

4

M

symptoms
• Designed to manage
agents
• Made from isolated synthetic
unknown)
• Side effects (known and
• $6.5 trillion/year spent
on global healthcare

D R ES S ES R

3
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ES
YO U H AV E C H O I C

Modern Approach

S

2

2

Do you need safe,

S

1
1

living
empoweredhealth
for healthy,
solutions?
effective, and affordable

AD

parents, siblings, relatives

social
current, high school, college,
media

Natural Solutions
ADDRESSE

Family:

Friends:

Healthy Can
Be Simple
booklet

ME

Names List

discover how dōTERRA

E

with inviting others to

solutions you can
may be looking for the
You never know who
of. Let your ideas flow.
page and the next.
people you can think
family or friends, on this
Create a list of all the
by networks, such as
names and organize them
provide. Record their

1

AU S

begins
successful financial pipeline
to change? Building a
Whose lives do you want
can serve them.
business opportunity
health solutions and the

TC

Names List

O

Present
Prepare

Use these tools to support your pipeline-building activities as you naturally share and duplicate.

natural habitat
• Plants harvested in their
and harmful contaminants
• Verified pure; free of fillers
testing to ensure authenticity
• Stringent third-party
and potency

1 drop of
Peppermint Oil

15
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ILS
RRA ESSENTIAL O
H O W T O U S E d ōT E

16
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AROMATIC

Breathe in or use diffuser
• Open airways
• Freshen the air

19

19

20

20

Apply to bottoms of feet
or affected areas to target
specific needs.

to:

ONLY ®
OILS

dōTERRA

• Apply pre/post workout
• Use for calm and
comforting massage
• Apply to muscles after
a long day
• Use on lower back after
heavy lifting

• Cool the body
• Relieve occasional
head tension
• Promote feelings of
clear breathing
• Relieve stomach upset
when ingested*

24

24

DEEP BLUE

PEPPERMINT

23

23

25

25

Business Building Guide

*These statements have
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not been evaluated by the

Food and

products are not
Drug Administration. These

®

ON GUARD

®

22

22

Drop in water, under
tongue, or into a veggie
capsule and swallow.

CPTG

21

21

15

INTERNAL

TOPICAL

intended to diagnose, treat,

• Serves as a powerful
immune system
support*
• Diffuse to cleanse
the air

cure, or prevent any disease.

Natural
Solutions
class
handout

2. Share dōTERRA

3. Teach OTHERS

E

S

ENROLL

SUPPORT

Enroll and empower others with
natural solutions and invite them to
change lives.

Support your customers and builders
through personal, community, and
educational connections.

Your Team and Community

Live
ss
Wellne

Consult

Share Build

Hosting Overview

Intro to
Build

Live, Share,
and Build guides

Business Building
Guide

ess
Empowered Succ
System

Business
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Training

Launch Your Business

Start changing lives and building your financial pipeline with these simple actions.

Live

Wellnes

s Consult

live

THE
WELLNESS LIFESTYLE
Get a Live guide, complete your
Wellness Consult, and implement
your Daily Wellness Plan.

Share

Hosting

Experience an Intro to Oils and get enrolled first,
if you haven't done so already.

Overvie
w

Share

WITH OTHERS
Get a Share guide and schedule
your first few presentations with
your upline.
Begin thinking right away of people's lives that
you hope to change and jot them down on
page 2 of the Share guide.

Empowered

Business

Training

Success
System

Build

YOUR BUSINESS

Get the Business Building Guide and
schedule your first strategy session
with your upline mentor.
Come ready for your Intro to Launch by completing
the first three checkbox items under "Prepare" on
page 7 of the Business Building Guide.

Be a product of the products to fuel your
enthusiasm to share with others.
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My dōTERRA Business

Has Given Me . . .

."..connection. Just what I needed right now."
—Celeste Smith, Elite, Michigan
"...the power to set my own hours and the flexibility to pivot in life, whether
that’s adjusting to a newborn or moving across the country. dōTERRA can
look however I want it to."
—Heather Reed, Diamond, Florida

"...the family life I dreamed of. With no previous business experience, and two babies under two,
I never imagined the flexibility we could have in our lives. We now live life on our terms pursuing
our dreams and passions. I want this freedom for all families!"
—Maile Maii, Presidential Diamond, Hawaii
"...control over our own time, the opportunity to travel the world
with our family, work side by side with each other, and fulfill a dream of
strategizing an impactful and life-changing health and wellness business."
—Rebecca & Shane Hintze, Double Diamond, Virginia

"...an extraordinary opportunity to have a positive impact on my
community and create a legacy for my family that centers around
personal accountability, service, and empowered health."
—Victoria McAdams, Diamond, Oregon
"...amazing personal growth opportunities, time freedom and a
community of people who want to change the world for the better."
—Carlos Aguilera, Diamond, Utah
"...the freedom to be the CEO of my life. No longer bound by the
9-5, I am now the creator of my everyday."
—Stephanie Martin, Presidential Diamond, Pennsylvania
"...the gift of living a life of purpose as a full-time family while changing
lives and opening up dreams we never thought could be a reality."
—Pamella Tanimura, Blue Diamond, Hawaii

Together, we are rapidly sharing hope and healing through
dōTERRA’s worldwide movement.

hope,
healing
,
leaders,
living
Bringing
hearts
raising
dreams—

the meaningful work of a

dōTERRA Wellness Advocate.
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